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Summary

Upgrade Now

Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.67.
New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Upgrades are available at no charge
for clients with an active Enterprise
Subscription Agreement. To request
an upgrade or to discuss license
options, please Contact Us.

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
New Features
1. Workforce Report SRF310 Workforce Kiosk Registered User report has been created to show people who
have registered their mobile for the Workforce Kiosk. [#18655]

Improvements
1. Workforce Report SRF308 Accommodation Discrepancy has been updated to separate the arrivals and departures discrepancies into individual
sheets.
2. Additional auditing has been added to cleaning setup including:
Clean Duration
Cleaning Run
Clean Types
Cleaning Days
Rooms allocated to Cleaning Run
3. Check-in and out actions performed using the Rooms | Accommodation Arrivals and Accommodation Departures pages in SAM now
appear on the SAM Accommodation | Audit report, providing transparency into these key activities. [#19166]
4. The SAM Rooms | Accommodation Arrivals page has been updated to allow No Shows to be processed without requiring the person to be
rescheduled. To mark the person the Reschedule Date must be removed before submitting.
5. Workforce Report SRF309 Accommodation Optimisation has been updated with a default future days of 45. The Owned Room Not Available
calculation has been updated to reflect the calculation in SRF202 Room Occupancy Visual. [#19337]
6. Workflow has been updated with a new Approval Trigger. The Department Trigger will allow an optional approval step to be triggered when a
traveller is in a specific Department.
7. Workforce Report SRF224 Bookings by Date Range has been updated to improve performance. [#19285]
8. The setup of Cleaning Days for new rosters has been updated so when the user clicks the Back button on the roster edit page, if the roster does
not have cleaning days setup yet, they will be asked if they want to setup cleaning days.
Roster Clean Days setup

9. The SAM Parameter SpotCleansEnabled has been updated to allow configuration on a per camp basis.
10. SAM Rooms | Cleaning | Cleaning Allocation has been updated to filter the Cleaning Run and Room Type drop downs when a Camp has been
selected.
11. Folio Travel document requests have been improved and documents should now load much faster (up to 60% faster in some cases).

12. The Workflow Task Panel search has been updated to improve performance.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue with User access and restricted camp access. Users can now only access reports for camps assigned to them.
2. Fixed an issue where the PFN/PLN could be incorrectly removed when processing a Folio request.
3. Fixed an issue where Camp Email Notifications were sent to person's default camp, not the camp they were booked at. [#19333]
4. Fixed an issue where the Room Optimiser could incorrectly move bookings into Linked Rooms.
5. Fixed an issue in the Workforce Kiosk mobile application with sub-account selection. If the user is not associated with any other accounts, the
change account option will be hidden to avoid confusion.
6. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF240 Billing where the report was unable to be run even when selecting a single camp. [#19266]
7. Fixed an issue where the SAM Rooms | Accommodation Arrivals was unable to no show due to incorrect AccommodationGracePeriod
calculation. [#19437]
8. Fixed an issue where the Workflow SAM Department Manager filter would send the request to an approver who was not selected. [#19482]
9. Fixed an issue where Cleaning Forecasts may fail when Room Types have a long code.

